
The Facility Grid Difference
With Facility Grid, commissioning providers, building owners, 
facilities managers, architects, engineers, contractors, main-
tenance personnel and corporate administrators can collabo-
rate more efficiently. This opens the door to efficiencies in all 
phases of the facilities management process.

• Real-time collaboration
• BIM integration
• Commissioning tasks-based architecture
• Information sustainability
• Data visualization and analytics

The Future of Commissioning
Facility Grid maintains a portfolio of digital information related 
to the equipment and systems throughout a facility that can 
be easily accessed any time from any location to address spe-
cific issues. Facility Grid can scale to your needs—from a mod-
est cloud-based document management repository and issue 
tracker to a fully-fledged Dynamic COBie-based user Interface 
that integrates the Building Information Model (BIM) and the 
Operations and Maintenance (O&M) program to ensure effec-
tive management of individual facilities and campuses.

Contact us for a demo or an on-site presentation. 
info@facilitygrid.com | www.facilitygrid.com | 201-448-9787

Facility Grid is a comprehensive 
Commissioning Platform, delivering:
• Streamlined commissioning process
• Increased Cx Authority productivity
• Project transparency
• Workflow intelligence

Building Owners
Increasing demand for infrastructure performance improve-
ment, energy efficiency, sustainability, and LEED© compliance 
requires better planning and oversight.

Facility Grid streamlines the commissioning process and 
delivers a durable database of building information.

Commissioning Providers
To mandate accuracy, efficiency and quality of record-keeping, 
today’s commissioning demands better tools.

Facility Grid streamlines the commissioning process and 
makes Cx providers more efficient and productive.

Real-Time Collaboration
Through easily navigable cloud-based dashboards and 
an intuitive mobile app, everyone involved can see the 
project’s status in real time. Project participants can quickly 
communicate and collaborate as individuals or groups to get 
things done.

Facility Grid Mobile 
is available for 

iOS, Android and 
Windows devices. 

Streamlined Cx for owners and providers
Facility Grid increases the productivity of commissioning 
providers, streamlines processes and record keeping, and 
provides owners with a database of building information for 
continuous compliance, maintenance and re-commissioning.



Team Engagement
Facility Grid provides an accessible, intuitive and highly effi-
cient program that’s capable of immediately engaging the 
right team members for any flagged issue, getting projects 
handled with efficiency and accountability.

Information Sustainability
It’s hard enough for commissioning providers to gather and 
publish full, accurate and up-to-date information on facilities 
in real time. What’s been even more difficult is keeping those 
years of important and detailed records safe and accessible. 
Once entered into Facility Grid, the data—whether entered 
yesterday or five years ago—is just a few clicks away.

Platform and Technical Specifications

Feature Overview

Contact us for a demo or an on-site presentation. 
info@facilitygrid.com | www.facilitygrid.com | 201-448-9787

Facility Grid Cloud Cloud Based: no software to install, run on any modern browser

Facility Grid Mobile Mobile app for iOS, Android and Microsoft devices

• Access without an internet connection
• Bring the entire project database to the job site on your device
• Link issues and observations to equipment
• Quickly find any project item with filtering and search
• Create observations and issues and attach photos in just a few taps
• Perform all Cx tasks on any mobile device

Environment Shared—common server environment hosting projects for multiple Cx companies. Each 
Cx Company and the invited participants can only see the projects they are working on

Private—dedicated server environment hosting single or multiple projects of each 
individual Cx company for greater security

Data Transmission and Security Secure communication via https protocol with 256-bit encryption

Templates Customizable FPT and Checklist forms with embedded Issue generating capabilities

Project Tracking Task-oriented, based on ASHRAE Guideline 0 for The Commissioning Process

Project Progress Reporting Real-time project statistics tracking

Integrated Issues Log Issues Log based on deficiencies found throughout the entire Commissioning process 
and responsibilities for addressing open issues

• Automated Issue assignment notification

Role-Based Data Access Flexible role-based access model

• Cx Provider—full read/ write
• Other project participants—customizable limited read/write

Report Generation Entire project information, documentation, and status and progress charts captured in 
Progress Reports, Final Commissioning Report, and Systems Manual

COBie Compliance Certified COBie compliant application (COBie Challenge completed in Jan, 2014)

Cx Company Branding Customer’s logos on the commissioning documents and reports
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